ZAHARI B. SALLEH
Finance Manager,
Kumpulan Hartanah Selangor Berhad
15 and 16 November 2016, the dates
of MIA Conference 2016 at KLCC, will
always be meaningful for me. The
Conference provided us with not only
the latest information on Malaysia, but
also from other countries as well. It was
also a platform to meet with old friends.
As Malaysia heads toward becoming
a high-technology, developed nation, I
would like to put forward the slogan our
football legends used in sharing their
experience on qualifying for the 1980
Moscow Olympics: “Unity Towards Nation
Building”. Let us together as Malaysians
truly live out these words and not just pay
lip service.

What our
delegates
have to say
about MIA
Conference
2016!

MOHD ZAIDI B. YUNUS
Internal Auditor,
Perbadanan Kemajuan Negeri Selangor
The MIA Conference 2016’s tagline
“Strengthening the Profession for a
Sustainable Future” is apt for the Malaysia’s
challenging business environment today.
The Conference take-aways will help the
2,900 delegates survive these times. I
enjoyed the programmes “Unity Toward
Nation Building” with its charity football
auction, and “Managing Stress Through
Diet and Nutrition,” which is most helpful
as accountants are always stressed over
work and many do not know how to manage
it well. I look forward to attending future
Conferences. Thank you MIA for organising
the Conference, and to our President for
enlivening the atmosphere with his wit and
humour.

ROSMAWATI BT. BUJOK

DATO’ DR CHOONG TUCK YEW

MUHAMMAD EFFENDI B. AHMAD

Accounts Officer,
PERKESO

Retiree

Internal Auditor,
Perbadanan Kemajuan Negeri Selangor

At the MIA Conference 2016, we heard
how fast the world is changing. Global
connectivity, smart machines, new media
and evolution of governance models
are reshaping stakeholder expectations
of professional accountants—who are
expected to play a critical and strategic
role in bringing stability to business and
society. We also learnt from the patriotic
spirit of our 1980 football squad, who
gave their all—without thought of race or
origins—concerned only on winning for
Malaysia! Accountants can learn and apply
the priceless lessons from these sporting
legends. The Conference also provided
meaningful sessions, engaging speakers,
and a wonderful event.

Attending the MIA Conference 2016 was an
enriching experience for me. I thoroughly
enjoyed the two-day Conference and
would like to congratulate the Organising
Committee for the stellar Conference–
well planned and executed. This year’s
Conference encouraged active participation
from the audience and a lot of issues were
raised and discussed at the question and
answer sessions.
I wish you every success on your next MIA
Conference.

Thank you MIA, for the opportunity to be a
Conference delegate to the MIA Conference
2016, and to be updated with the latest
news and developments pertaining to the
economic environment today.
The Conference gave me a new perspective
on the responsibilities of an accountant
and auditor. Being a new MIA member, I’m
pleased with how progressive the Institute
is, and how it seeks to update us with the
latest industry news. As an Internal Auditor
in a State Government body, I recommend
members of the accounting and auditing
fraternity to fill up the form and be an MIA
member.
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